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In this short, thought-stimulating, opinion paper, Savenije reasons how two key equations in hydrology at different scales (i.e. the linear reservoir at catchment –scale and Darcy’s equation at lab-scale) are connected. Understanding the connections between scales in hydrology, and the cause of emergent catchment behavior is very valuable for hydrological sciences to progress. This paper makes an interesting contribution to this challenge. In general, I really enjoyed reading this short piece (and an earlier presentation of this work at the EGU General Assembly 2017 in Vienna, catchment similarity session).

Savenije writes that this is an “opinion paper” that “does not provide a proof of concept”, and is intended to “open a debate on how the linear drainage of groundwater from a hillslope can be connected to Darcy’s law”. I spirit of this comment, I have a few thoughts that are intended as thought stimulating comments that may hopefully further strengthen this paper or this overall debate.

1. Is the catchment’s groundwater reservoir linear? The paper states “At catchment scale, the emergent behaviour of the groundwater system is the linear reservoir” and makes similar assertions in other places too (e.g. line 139). This key premise is qualitatively supported by Figure 1 with data from the Ourthe. However, is this premise really representative for most (/many) places?

From an empirical perspective, most studies that systematically characterized the groundwater contribution to streamflow do not find linear reservoir behavior in most catchments (e.g.: Brutsaert Nieber, 1977; Ye et al., 2014; Berghuijs et al., 2016).

From a theoretical perspective, we should also not expect the groundwater reservoir to behave linearly; several linear reservoirs assembled together will create a non-linear overall response. This can be shown using straightforward math and has been discussed in the context of hydrology by Harman et al. (2009), explaining how power law catchment-scale recessions arise from heterogeneous linear small-scale dynamics.

2. Is upscaling Darcy flow a logical choice in describing subsurface drainage networks? The paper suggests that (while difficult to observe) sub-surface drainage structures are largely preferential (e.g. “on hillslopes, individual preferential sub-surface flow channels have been observed in trenches, but complete networks are hard to observe without destroying the entire network.”) To me this implies that upscaling Darcy flow is maybe not the right approach to describe flow processes, since the processes you describe the network to consist of are all preferential (instead of Darcy flow?).

3. Are areas far away from the stream contributing more to total groundwater flow reaching the streams? By assuming a constant resistance for the entire catchment, it implies that areas further away from the stream disproportionally contribute to
GW flow to stream? (since they will have a bigger head difference with the stream) Is this consistent with our perceptual model of catchments? and with tracer data-based studies?

4. Is resistance constant? Aquifer conductivities can vary by many orders of magnitude [Gleeson et al., 2011], even within an individual catchment [Ameli et al., 2016]. Is this consistent with what the assumption of constant resistance? Would this imply that aquifer conductivities are highest for the shortest flow paths? Is this something we observe in nature? It seems from Ameli that highest resistance is in deeper parts of the aquifer instead?

5. Is groundwater recharge vertical? The analysis assumes that GW recharge is vertical. In my interpretation, this assumption should also hold at other depths than the infiltration surface for the calculation to work? (call me out if I’m wrong here and stop reading this comment if that’s the case. Otherwise, continue reading). However, is this realistic in most landscapes? In landscapes where horizontal flow path lengths are significant compared to vertical flow path lengths, this key assumption seems violated. A quick back of the envelope calculation of this seems to suggest that this assumption is violated in most landscapes? For example, when looking at Wang and Wu (2013) the average stream density for MOPLEX catchments (approx. 1 km/km²) implies that groundwater, on average, also travels kilometers deep (and up again) before contributing to streamflow? This seems unrealistic to me in most landscapes?

6. The paper talks about “residence time”, but this term may confuse part of the community. In several parts of the paper, residence time is used to refer to the “characteristic time-scale of the linear reservoir”. This is confusing because “residence time” in hydrology is commonly used to refer to the ages of water stored in a catchment (e.g. Rinaldo et al. 2011). Therefore, I recommend not to use “residence time” when you describe flow processes (instead of transport).

Overall, I really enjoyed reading the paper, and the above comments are intended as my insignificant contribution to the "open a debate on how the linear drainage of groundwater from a hillslope can be connected to Darcy's law".
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